Résumé. 2014 Abstract. 2014 We have observed subharmonic energy gap structure in the I-V characteristics of thin film indium and tin microbridges occurring at voltages of 2 0394/Ne. Under the influence of microwaves the subharmonics develop sidebands at (2 0394 ± M012703C9)/Ne. We explain the observed behaviour in terms of pair-breaking in the region of the bridge by the Josephson radiation and have simulated the effect by analogue computation. Through the positions of the subharmonic peaks we deduce that the energy near the bridge is enhanced above the BCS bulk value, apparently by the Josephson radiation.
1.
Introduction. -A number of superconducting junctions is now known which exhibit the Josephson effect. In most of these structures the observed phenomena are fairly well understood. However, thin film bridges (Dayem bridges) first investigated as long ago as 1964 [1] ] are still only partly understood.
The Dayem bridge consists of a constriction in a thin film of thickness about 0.1 gm. The width and length of the constriction for various configurations vary a great deal, but for type 1 superconductors they are normally of the order of the coherence length 03BE. To observe a behaviour consistent with a sinusoidal current-phase relation, however, we found [2] that the bridges must be smaller than 03BE. Under these conditions the bridges obeyed surprisingly well the following relationships for current and voltage [3] :
where Io is the supercurrent which near T, was found to be (*) Permanent address : Department of Physics, University of Lancaster, Lancaster, UK. and where R is the normal resistance of the bridge which sometimes can be observed as a resistance plateau just below Tc. These equations lead to an I-V characteristic of the form Foc = R ~I2 -I20
and to microwave-induced steps which vary with microwave field as distorted Bessel functions [2] . It is especially the agreement with the experimentally observed size and variation of the steps that has been considered a confirmation of the model. The model also predicts a time variation of the voltage (field current) containing the Josephson frequency and a large number of higher harmonics, the amplitudes of which decrease as a geometric progression [3] and we have been able to observe cavity-induced steps corresponding to the fundamental frequency [4] . The observed behaviour, however, does not always give good agreement with the simple theory. To account for this, one can modify the above model by allowing the current-phase relation to be nonsinusoidal or by adding lumped circuit elements such as inductors and capacitors [5] At first the samples were situated in an X-band cavity for the study of the influence of microwaves (see below). However, we found that this gave rise to a whole series of self-induced steps corresponding to the many modes in the cavity. These self-induced steps were superposed on the subharmonic structure. All subsequent measurements were made in an open-ended waveguide to eliminate cavity effects.
An example of such a measurement is shown in figure 1 This semiconductor type of approach assumed in figure 4 is of course an oversimplification as the assumption of a constant gap across the bridge is certainly suspect. However, the behaviour of the gap in the region of rapidly changing voltage does not qualitatively change the above discussion.
5. Analogue computation. -In order to study which frequencies are available for pair-breaking in small Dayem bridges we have performed an analogue simulation using the two-fluid model in the same way as first performed by Russer [10] . The equivalent circuit used is shown in figure 6 . The normal electron current flow across the bridge is governed by the normal resistance R which is in parallel with the supercurrent determined by the Josephson equations. The circuit is driven by a dc current source across which a « microwave » induced current h sin rot is applied. A frequency analyzer set at a single frequency (simulating the gap frequency) detects the amplitude of the radiation in the bridge analogue. The adjustable parameters ; R, the normal resistance ; Io, the supercurrent ; the integration time constant of the computer and the analyzer frequency and bandwidth are adjusted to reproduce as nearly as possible the conditions under which the experimental curves of figure 3 figure 3 .
The result of the simulation is shown in figure 6 . The steps in the characteristic are visible because of the analyzer frequency bandwidth used. The second peak has developed sidebands with a step appearing just alongside. This is in close correspondence to the sidebands appearing on the 2 d/4 e peak in figure 3 at the relative root power equal to 56.2. The main peak in the computation falls to zero at a microwave amplitude of about 2.43. A step is just developing on the first sideband. This is about equivalent to the root power 501 trace in figure 3 . In the root power 631 trace in this figure the main peak is just beginning to increase again as a step appears right on top of it. This is equivalent to the situation in the computation somewhere between amplitudes of 2.69 and 5.39. Rowell and Feldmann [13] that the majority of this structure must be due to microbridge-like short circuits of one sort or another in the devices. Depending on whether the observed 
